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The challenges of multi-jurisdictional mergers and office setups
Expanding your firm internationally is both a great opportunity, and a risk if not
planned and executed properly. There are many examples of firms entering new
markets and enhancing their reputation internationally, but also cases – perhaps less
well-known - where a new office fails to live up to its initial promise despite
considerable effort and money.
In anticipation of a global economic recovery following the success of the vaccines, the
recovery of global emerging markets, Brexit pressures and other such factors,
international expansion continues to be a core strategic objective for many firms. The
benefits are obvious: meeting client and market demand; reducing reliance on the UK
market; creating opportunities for cross-selling from your existing office; and having a
more compelling case in pitches for cross-border transactions.
It might appear that the firms opening offices in new jurisdictions are following clear
strategies. But this is not always the case. On the contrary, these are often reactive
moves. Planning is key, but often lacklustre and experience of dealing with the
multitude of issues that will arise, is severely lacking. Existing internal procedures are
used that don’t accommodate the nuances of the international market. Senior partners

spend valuable time sorting the problems. It costs more than expected. In a year or
two’s time, the firm decides that the new office isn’t as successful as expected.
But it need not be like this. There are steps to follow, and the more planning with the
appropriate expertise that is done up-front, the greater the likelihood of success. The
potential savings involved with better decision-making by the right people at the right
time are also hugely important.
Your firm must ensure that the project is aligned to your purpose and your global
strategy from the outset. An honest assessment of the benefits of each proposed
jurisdiction, the strength of the market and growth potential is required. If the
expansion proves significant, it may need to be approved by the partnership, depending
on the firm’s constitution.
Actually opening the new office requires input from senior management, partners and
others. This is a costly resource and day-to-day issues invariably crop up which need
managing. The needs of “head office” must be kept in mind, along with a sensitivity for
local cultural issues. Good planning is critical, which involves:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A dedicated team led by an experienced professional
Identifying prospective partners and staff and ensuring a cultural ‘fit’ with the
firm itself and each other
A business plan in-line with the firm’s objectives
Considering local issues, in particular how the partners and staff ‘fit’ into the
reporting structure
Assessing the client book, ensuring alignment with the firm’s strategy and
managing the “client tail”
Appointing partners in-line with the firm’s constitutional arrangements
Establishing how the new entity should be structured
Understanding the local regulatory and statutory requirements
Carrying out Business Intake procedures
Operational issues: premises, IT, finance, business development and ‘knowhow’.

One issue which frequently crops up for new or existing offices is tension between the
“head office” and local office. These may be cultural issues, perhaps poor awareness of
‘how things are done’ in a particular market and concerns at the new office about
‘edicts’ from head office. Tensions need to be dealt with quickly.
Whether establishing a new office or managing an existing one, you should consider:
•
•
•
•
•

How your offices are working locally and as part of the global network
Whether you are maximising your cross-border potential
What your clients want internationally and locally
How well you understand your offices and how they operate locally
The local office’s understanding of the “head office’s” requirements and why
things are structured in the way they are

Chances of success are maximized through careful planning and a proactive

management approach. The more that your firm knows about the jurisdictional
requirements and the offices in each of the countries it operates in - and the more that
these offices know about the firm’s modus operandi - the greater the chance of a wellknown success story rather than an avoidable flop.
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